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Abstract. A detailed study of separated nozzle flows has been conducted. For a subscale, non-axisymmetric, two-

dimensional, convergent divergent nozzle, schlieren flow visualization was acquired along with measurements of force, 

moment, and pressure as part of an extensive static performance evaluation. Additionally, two-dimensional numerical 

simulations were performed using the computational fluid dynamics package PAB3D together with algebraic 

Reynold’s stress modelling and two-equation turbulence closure. This study's experimental findings show that shock-

induced boundary layer separation, which was classified into two distinct flow regimes: three-dimensional separation 

with partial reattachment and entirely detached two-dimensional separation, dominated off design over expanded 

nozzle flow. The impact of variable shock generation and reflections in various nozzle types on the two primary 

separation modes, namely Free and Restricted Shock Separation (FSS & RSS), is investigated. The flow separation 

problem in rocket nozzles has been an unwelcome phenomenon for engineers ever since the birth of the space era. 

Naturally, the engineers were given the job of bringing things under control. But it proved to be a difficult endeavor; 

despite the fact that many people were able to explain the physics underlying this occurrence, it is still not completely 

understood today. 
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1. Introduction 

  Several experimental and numerical investigations on go with the flow separation in supersonic convergent-divergent 

nozzles were carried out in the past. The subject has grown to be extra vital these days with the resurgence of interest in 

supersonic travel and spacecraft, especially for aerospace programs (rockets, missiles, supersonic aircrafts, and many 

others.). A fundamental fluid-dynamics technique known as drift separation in supersonic nozzles takes place at a particular 

stress ratio among the chamber and the outdoor atmosphere, leading to the technology of shock waves and the interaction of 

shock/turbulent boundary layers within the nozzle. This problem consists of the fundamental shape of shock interactions with 

separation shock, which includes incident surprise, Mach reflections, pondered shock, triple point, and slip lines from a 

strictly fuel-dynamics angle. At a given nozzle stress ratio (NPR), the drift separation in supersonic convergent-divergent 

nozzles is an essential fluid-dynamics phenomenon that effects inside the presence of shock waves and surprise/boundary 

layer interactions inner nozzles. The rocket's important thing, the nozzle, creates the exhaust drift vital for the rocket to tour 

throughout space at supersonic speeds. Currently, numerous profile kinds are hired relying at the numerous applications and 

requirements but, the de-Laval nozzle, which has a convergent component, a throat, and a divergent phase, is the model for 

all of those nozzles. Nozzle float separation, which occurs whilst the boundary layer separates from the nozzle wall, is a 

totally undesired event. Ambient air attempts to enter the viscous layer when the exit strain of the nozzle is within the range 

of 0.4to 0.8 of neighborhood atmospheric strain [1]. The boundary layer will therefore break up from the wall due to the 

terrible pressure gradient. 

A crucial element of any aeronautical vehicle is the nozzle, which is the very last stage of the propulsive procedure cycle. 

The primary purpose of the propulsion machine layout is to correctly boost up and exhaust combusted and reactive gases in 

accordance with the furnished thrust. As an end result, from their inception till the present, propulsive convergent-divergent 

(C-D) axisymmetric rocket nozzles have gone through considerable development. Glide quit-results at the commonly applied 

nozzles should be optimized and controlled even as designing an engine for an area launcher. The launcher nozzle features 

vital strain factors at its lower and upper limits of operation envelope as it is supposed to function in a very wide type of 

stress regimes. The exhaust plume is over expanded and is being recompressed through the surprise reflections to the ambient 

stress due to the excessive ambient strain and decrease nozzle pressure ratio (NPR) than the only that was intended. 

Underneath some conditions, the nozzle goes with the flow produces dangerous side loads on the partitions. This typically 

takes place in the course of begin-up transition strategies and while the glide separates due to an overexpansion. 

Boundary layer separation is typically idea of as a "tragic" phenomenon in the realm of cutting-edge fluid dynamics, and 

for correct motive: overall performance penalties and instabilities frequently accompany separation, and those will have a 

poor or disastrous influence on really each fluid dynamic machine. Leaving this apart, it's vital to understand that boundary 

layer separation is a regular technique; it's how a viscous flow adapts to its surroundings beneath precise situations. This 

method might also occasionally offer a ramification of blessings, from advanced functionality to glide control. There are 

numerous engineering applications wherein flow separation happens, so finding ways to control it is essential due to the fact 

doing so ought to increase the efficiency of fluidic machinery. With special tiers of fulfilment, several energetic and passive 
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float control principles were placed forth to control drift separation. Even greater tough is comparing the overall performance 

of those go with the flow manipulate strategies while numerous exceptional experimental fashions are getting used. 

Khan et. al. (2019) investigated the capability to apply four tiny jets to restriction the strain in the duct at the base factor 

when the glide is affected by all three viable tiers of growth (i.e., accurate, over, and underneath improved). Consequences 

confirmed that the effective microjets are effortlessly able to decorate base pressure by using approximately 152 percentage 

for Mach 2.58. The usage of jets has no impact on the uniformity of the wall strain. Additionally, investigated the microjets 

may have a wonderful effect at the wall pressure and provide information at the interior supersonic drift alongside the base 

stress manage in an increased axisymmetric duct. The wind tunnel is used to investigate the airflow from convergent-

divergent axisymmetric nozzles that abruptly amplify into a circular enlarged pipe with a larger go segment than the nozzle 

exit vicinity. The principal awareness is at the control of base strain and the development of the waft in the enlarged duct. 

The flow of the wall pressure distribution turned into explored in Ref. [2-5] after the bottom strain changed into controlled 

with a microjet controller. Experiments properly studied lively and passive control using a tiny cylinder [6-7]. Ankit et.al 

presented a study on nozzle flow partition that is carried out by simulation of rocket nozzle designed Fusion 360 and ANSYS 

to inspect the laminar as well as turbulent regime for deviating section of nozzle [45]. 

2. Methodology 

The unfastened surprise Separation (FSS), in which the boundary layer separates from the nozzle wall and never 

reattaches (see Fig. three), and the limited surprise Separation (RSS), characterized by using a closed re-movement bubble, 

downstream of the separator, were each experimentally studied on both subscale [8-11] or full-scale [8] optimized nozzles 

and supported through numerous numerical simulations [12-16], and the constrained surprise separation (RSS), which is 

indicated via a closed recirculation bubble located downstream of the separation factor and reattachment to the wall (see Fig. 

four). Because of the limited expansion of this separated region, they named this behavior restricted shock separation and 

blamed it at the reattachment of the separated glide to the nozzle wall (RSS). more recently, experiments achieved on both 

subscale [17–19] and complete-scale rocket nozzles [20, 21] at some stage in the research driven with the aid of the 

development of the Ariane 5 Vulcain engines have showed that, as suggested by means of Nave and Coffey, the highest 

values of aspect loads arise at some point of the transition from FSS to RSS. However, the cause for the go with the flow's 

reattachment to the wall remained a thriller. In end, drift non-uniformity can also result in a curved-shock profile with a 

downstream trapped vortex (additionally called "cap-shock"; see Figs. 1, 4), which serves as a motive force for the trade from 

FSS to RSS and ultimately produces the best wall strain peaks. Experiments have typically supported this locating. 

Hagemann and Frey provided a wonderful cause of the reasons of the improvement of the recirculating sector, indicating that 

it became a result of the direct or inverse Mach reflection of the inner shock, which typically defines the go with the flow 

field in parabolic nozzles [22-24]. 

 

 
FIGURE 1. Schematic illustration of shock interactions and cap-shock pattern in over expanded supersonic nozzles 
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FIGURE2. Schematic illustration of shock interactions near the nozzle lip for two different pressure ratios at full (a) and over (b) flowing 

nozzle regimes 

 
FIGURE 3. Free shock separation, IS internal shock, SJ supersonic jet, SP separation point  

 

 
FIGURE4. Restricted shock separation 

 

Most of the people of research on nozzle go with the flow separation come to the realization that the ambient strain is the 

number one reason of flow separation. The go with the flow separates from the nozzle wall whilst there are bad pressure 

gradients gift, which inhibits many facet stresses on the nozzle and ultimately damages it. So, a method to save you the waft 

separation changed into proposed; it involves including an aerospike profile to the nozzle lip. 

3. Different Patterns in Nozzle Flow Separation 

Free Shock Separation (FSS): While the pressure ratio is low in a thrust optimized contour nozzle (TOC), FSS is 

visible. There is no reattachment of the go with the flow to the wall downstream of the separation factor because FSS is the 

continuation of the waft as a loose jet after separation from the nozzle wall. The FSS pattern also can be discovered in nozzle 

profiles other than the TOC nozzle, like conical, TIC, and top. At a particular ratio of wall- to ambient strain, the over 

inflated nozzle go with the flow absolutely separates from the wall within the traditional loose surprise separation (FSS) 

situation. The physics of the shock/boundary layer interactions that take location in any supersonic drift separation mostly 

controls the resulting stream wise wall strain evolution. Incipient separation pressure, or pi in Fig. 5, is the time period used 

to describe the primary departure of the wall pressure from the vacuum profile. The separation stress, that is frequently lower 

than the exit wall stress and even higher ambient stress pa, soon follows the swift rise in wall strain from pi to ps. The feature 

separation web sites xi and xs are strong and absolutely characterized in the classical descriptions of the phenomenon, and 

the pressure upward thrust from pi to PlayStation is as a result of compression waves focusing at the indirect separation 

shock [25–28]. Evaluation of subscale checks performed in nozzles and at steps going through ahead has discovered that the 

steep stress upward push is honestly resulting from a surprise the front that oscillates among xi and xs, [29], as defined 

underneath. 

The wall stress rises from ps to pw, e inside the recirculation quarter downwind of the separation factor. The introduction 

of gas from the encompassing atmosphere into the recirculation region at a total strain equal to ambient strain can account for 

this modern pressure growth there is a lower in static pressure and an increase in dynamic stress as a result of the acceleration 

of the ambient gas within the nozzle previous to its blending with the exhaust gasoline in the turbulent shear layer. Early on, 

it became found that once the separation point goes downstream with growing strain ratio laptop/pa, the separation strain 

ratio pi/pa diminishes. [30-34]. This was fast attributed to the Mach wide variety impact because wind tunnel tests had 

discovered that the separation pressure ratio decreased as Mach quantity accelerated. The subsonic portion of the boundary 

layer, which permits records from the ambient to be carried up move into the nozzle, may additionally have contributed to the 

found pressure increase for an efficaciously full flowing nozzle. Because of the reality that traditionally nearly all 

experiments had been performed in conical and truncated perfect nozzle shapes that completely consist of this separation 

sample, the theoretical prediction of free shock separation has obtained the finest interest. To offer the nozzle fashion 

designer with a device for predicting the incipient separation factor, some of empirical and semi-empirical standards were 

advanced the use of experimental statistics. The boundary layer separation from the nozzle wall, or pi/PlayStation, and the 
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aspirated ambient fuel in the recirculation area, or ps/pa, are awesome mechanisms that contribute to the FSS phenomena. 

The waft violently splits from the nozzle wall upstream whilst stress ratio is pushed similarly from the specified one, either at 

significantly over inflated nozzles or in the transitional section while entire flowing isn't always yet installed. As a free jet, 

the break up boundary-layer glide maintains to go with the flow out of the nozzle loose surprise separation is the call of this 

separation mode (FSS). 

 
FIGURE5. Free shock separation in over expanded rocket nozzle [25] 

 

Restricted Shock Separation (RSS): RSS is handiest visible inside the TOC nozzle and takes place while the engine is 

started and close down. Reattachment to the wall downstream of the separation point is referred to as RSS. Reattachment 

takes place as a result of the cap surprise that forms in the thrust-optimized nozzle. A cap shock sample that is angled 

towards the nozzle's middle axis includes a cone-formed oblique shock. The flow is directed toward the nozzle wall in the 

radial course as a result of this tilt of the shock due to the fact momentum generated through its miles large than momentum 

because of the separation shock [35]. This reattachment reasons the introduction of a recirculation bubble because of the 

diverse wall stress profiles downstream of the reattachment factor, RSS happens inside the TOC nozzle. In TIC and conical 

nozzles, RSS would not occur [36]. The hysteresis effect is the exchange from FSS to RSS. RSS results in side load or lateral 

load, which harms the nozzle and its components. The reattachment of the separated waft to the nozzle become blamed for 

the pressure downstream of the separation's volatile conduct, which included significant oscillations and values that were 

pretty above ambient. They dubbed it constrained shock separation because it restricts the separation quantity (RSS). In 

works by using Hagemann and Frey [37–39], Deck [40], Reijasse [41], Schimizu et al. [42], and Roquefort [43], the same 

behavior turned into seen at some stage in the development of the currently deployed TOC launcher nozzles, inclusive of the 

Vulcain 2 nozzle. The inner shock and cap shock sample, which can be regular of TOC and compressed parabolic nozzles, 

have been connected by using Hagemann and Frey [44] to the RSS issue. one of the important issues with the contemporary 

launcher rocket engine layout is the severe aspect masses introduced on by RSS inside the modern-day observe, TOC nozzle 

stress ratios for FSS, RSS, and surprise styles at hysteresis regime are examined. 

Side-Loads: For the duration of transient operations, including begin-up or shut-down, and at some point, of stationary 

operation with separated waft in the nozzle, aspect-hundreds were visible in subscale or full-scale rocket nozzles at some 

stage in the J-2S checking out, the primary widespread document on side forces was issued. These forces, which paintings at 

an attitude to the principle thrust route, are an unwanted occurrence that might pose a widespread layout mission for a 

singular rocket engine idea. 

 
FIGURE 6. Restricted shock separation in over expanded rocket nozzle [25] 
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Undesirable Effects Associated with Flow Separation: Float separation is each a natural occurrence and a fundamental 

engineering issue with many business packages it is able to take place in an expansion of waft regimes, consisting of laminar, 

turbulent, incompressible, subsonic, and supersonic. The general public of the time, this prevalence is undesirable 

considering it's far connected to large energy losses or, as inside the case of rocket engine nozzles, to high levels of unstable 

lateral forces, or so-known as aspect-loads. Different examples of drift separation are automobiles and ducts in the subsonic 

regime, in addition to spacecraft, air breathing trans atmospheric automobiles, and missiles within the supersonic regime. 

A surprise wave machine is utilized by a supersonic float to adjust to the better-strain level whilst its miles subjected to a 

damaging pressure gradient. In essence, separation takes place while the turbulent boundary layer is not able to conquer the 

difficult gradient that the inviscid outer waft locations upon it. As an end result, go with the flow separation in any supersonic 

go with the flow is a system requiring complicated interactions between shock waves and boundary layers (SWBLI). 

While designing excessive-speed automobiles, the interaction of shock waves with turbulent boundary layers can purpose 

severe issues. Massive fluctuating strain hundreds which can have function frequencies which are close to the resonant 

frequencies of automobile structural additives manifest when the glide is divided. The excessive-velocity waft can 

unexpectedly turn (engine inlets, deflected elevons), surfaces protuberances (wing-body junctions, antennae), and incident 

shocks from different additives of the car are only a few examples of the resources which could motive interactions. on the 

grounds that these sorts of pressures are excessive, always present during flight, and inescapable, they have been the concern 

of severe research during the last 50 years in an effort to realize, predict, and reduce the loads. 

Special Issues in Nozzle Flow Separation: The combination of idea, modelling, and experiments for the study of 

surprise-wave interactions in supersonic nozzles is the main emphasis of the unique NFS problem, which additionally serves 

as a foundation for in addition studies in this field. Ten unique or evaluate studies from experts at the numerous facets of 

supersonic nozzles are blanketed on this issue (principle, superior measurements, and numerical simulations). Experimental 

research makes up half of the contributions, and numerical simulations make up the alternative half of. in order to higher 

understand the phenomenon of boundary-layer separation and surprise interactions, a couple of experimental strategies had 

been finished with numerous nozzle shapes (planar or bell perfect, and optimized contours). 

4. Conclusion 

The particularly succinct overview of the many experiments has to make it clear that waft separation in nozzles is a totally 

challenging operation, and regardless of certainly top-notch advancements in computing and dimension capabilities, there are 

nonetheless a high-quality deal of unresolved troubles. After learning the two aforementioned techniques, its miles clean that 

altering the nozzle contour can minimize go with the flow separation in nozzles. Both FSS and RSS are decreased with the 

aid of the addition of an aerospike profile to the classical bell nozzle's lip. The vital glide styles that get up in supersonic 

axisymmetric propeller nozzles with over expanded flow conditions are described and investigated within the modern work. 
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